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ABSTRACT

In this report� we start with a revisit to the statistical for�
mulation of the automatic speech recognition �ASR� prob�
lem� and identify the factors which might in�uence the per�
formance of the conventional plug�in MAP decision rule for
ASR� We summarize our recent research e�orts on a class
of robust speech recognition problems in which mismatches
between training and testing conditions exist but an ac�
curate knowledge of the mismatch mechanism is unknown�
The only available information is the test data along with a
set of pre�trained speech models and the decision parame�
ters� We focus on two types of Bayesian techniques� namely
on�line Bayesian adaptation of hidden Markov model pa�
rameters and the Bayesian predictive classi	cation approach�
We conclude the report with a brief mention of our ongo�
ing research e�orts towards a robust and intelligent spoken
dialogue system�

�� INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades� many advances have been achieved
in the area of automatic speech recognition �ASR� �see 
��
for a sample of the state�of�the�art�� This is largely at�
tributed to the use of a powerful statistical pattern recogni�
tion paradigm and the application of a dynamic program�
ming search over a structural network representation of
acoustic and linguistic knowledge sources� The reader is
referred to the seminal contributions in �e�g�� 
�� �� ��� ��
and a recent overview in 
�� for the capabilities and limi�
tations of the pattern recognition approach to ASR�

For this approach� let�s view a word W and the asso�
ciated acoustic observation X �usually� a feature vector se�
quence� as a jointly distributed random pair �W�X�� De�
pending on the problem of interest� word here could be any
linguistic unit� such as a phoneme� a syllable� a word� a
phrase� a sentence� a semantic attribute� etc� We make the
following assumptions�

� The true joint distribution of �W�X� can be modeled
by a true parametric family of pdf �probability den�
sity function� p�W�X� � p��XjW ��P��W �� p��XjW �
is known as the acoustic model with parameters ��
and P��W � as the language model with parameters
���

�This decomposition scheme is called the sampling paradigm
in the statistics community to contrast with another so�called
diagnostic paradigm with p�W�X� � P �W jX� � p�X� �����

� The full knowledge of the parameters ����� of the
above distributions is known�

With these assumptions� an optimal decoder �speech recog�
nizer� which achieves the expected minimum word recogni�
tion error rate is the following MAP �maximum a posteri�
ori� decoder �see 
��� �� for a more general discussion on
statistical decision theory��

�W � argmax
W

P �W jX� � argmax
W

p��XjW � � P��W � ���

where �W is the recognition result�
However� in practice� neither do we know the true para�

metric form of p�W�X�� nor its true parameters� We shall
say that we have prior uncertainty in this case� Therefore�
the above optimal speech recognizer will never be realizable�
Approximation to the optimal decoder is often needed� A
simple heuristic solution is 	rst to assume some parametric
form for p�W�X� and then to estimate its parameters �����
from some training data by using particular parameter es�
timation techniques� Then� the estimate ���� ��� is plugged
into the optimal� but unrealizable� rule in Eq� ��� in place
of the correct but unknown ����� to obtain a plug�in MAP
rule� Readers are referred to 
�� for a general discussion of
the plug�in MAP rule and 
�� for a more rigorous discussion
of the properties of plug�in decision rules� The principles
for the construction of the abovementioned optimal MAP
decision rule and plug�in MAP rule are based on some as�
sumptions which may be violated in practice� From the
computational modeling point of view� a classi	cation of
main distortion types which produce violations of assump�
tions is as follows�

� Small�sample e�ects�

� Distortions of models for training samples�

� Distortions of models for observations to be classi	ed�

Readers are referred to 
�� for a more formal and mathe�
matical description of the above distortion types as well as
some associated examples�

�� THE ROBUST SPEECH RECOGNITION

PROBLEM AND ITS APPROACHES

Currently� the most widely used decision rule for speech
recognition is the above plug�in MAP rule� Theoretically
speaking� the performance of any such speech recognizer
will depend on the following conditions�



� if the assumed parametric models are accurate and
�exible enough to appropriately model the highly com�
plex and variable speech signals�

� if the training data set is su�cient and representative
enough to guarantee good parameter estimation and
generalizability�

� if the assumed models and the related parameter es�
timation methods are computationally e�cient and
robust enough to take care of the possible distortions
between models and training samples� Such distor�
tions might be caused by wrong model assumptions�
dependence and�or correlations of training samples�
misclassi	cation of training samples� outliers in train�
ing samples� etc��

� if the distortions between trained models and the ac�
tual testing data are small enough to avoid the break�
down of the whole approach�

Not all of the above issues have been seriously addressed
in the past� We believe that a careful understanding of the
above issues will lead to many new research innovations� In
the following� let�s 	rst brie�y discuss the current practice
of the construction of the plug�in MAP rule for ASR from
the training samples�

Currently� the most widely used and most successful
modeling approach to ASR is to use a set of hidden Markov
models �HMM�s� as the acoustic models of subword or whole�
word units� and to use the statistical N �gram model or its
variants as the lexical language model for words and�or
word classes� The reader is referred to good tutorials in

��� �� and 
�� respectively for an introduction to the
above two approaches and their applications� By using the
plug�in MAP approach� it has been repetitively shown by
experiments in the past decade that given a large amount
of representative training speech and text data� good sta�
tistical acoustic and language models can be constructed to
achieve a high performance for many ASR tasks�

The most popular training method for HMM param�
eters so far is still the maximum likelihood �ML� estima�
tion technique 
��� ��� ��� It is noted in 
�� that� if cer�
tain assumptions are met� one can argue intuitively that
using the ML estimate of HMM�s and the plug�in MAP
decision rule can lead to a speech recognition system that
is asymptotically optimal� Nevertheless� apart from many
other issues� inaccuracy alone in modeling the speech sig�
nal by HMM may lead to ML models that do not maxi�
mize the recognition accuracy 
��� ��� ��� ��� In the past
decade� many alternatives to ML training which rely less
on the model accuracy assumptions have been investigated�
One method is minimum discrimination information �MDI�
training 
�� which adjusts the HMM parameters to mini�
mize a measure �discrimination information� or directed di�
vergence� between the assumed HMM distribution and the
best possible distribution derived from the training data un�
der certain constraints embedded in the training data� Un�
fortunately� no signi	cant experimental results have been
reported to show how well MDI works in a speech recog�
nition task� Another class of approaches is the so�called
discriminative training method� Some of them such as max�
imum mutual information �MMI� training 
�� conditional
maximum likelihood estimate �CMLE� 
��� H�criteria 
��

aim indirectly at reducing the error rate of the speech rec�
ognizer on training data� Other methods such as corrective
training 
�� minimum empirical error rate training 
��� ���
minimum classi�cation error �MCE� training 
��� ��� ��
try to reduce the recognition error rate on training data
in a more direct way� It is quite clear that if there are no
signi	cant mismatches between training and testing condi�
tions� discriminative training can help improve the recog�
nition performance over that of ML training� However� if
the set of training data is not representative enough� one
should be careful in using discriminative training 
��� The
e�cacy of any discriminative training method is highly de�
pendent on the nature and the size of the training data as
well as the task itself� Sometimes this limits its generaliz�
ability� On the other hand� if appropriately used� discrim�
inative training can also maximize the separation between
models of speech units so that the robustness of a recog�
nizer is improved� MCE training� based on the generalized
probabilistic descent �GPD� algorithm� can also be viewed
as an adaptive learning algorithm because of its stochastic
approximation nature� However� it converges in probabil�
ity which means the algorithm converges only after a large
amount of training data is used� This makes MCE�GPD�
used alone� unsuitable for e�cient adaptation purposes�

In most real applications� there always exists some form
of mismatch which causes a distortion between the trained
models and the test data� These mismatches may arise from
inter� and intra� speaker variabilities� transducer� channel
and other environmental variabilities� and many other pho�
netic and linguistic e�ects due to the problem of task mis�
match� Robust speech recognition in this context thus refers
to the problem of designing an automatic speech recognizer
that works well for di�erent tasks and speakers over unex�
pected and possibly adverse conditions�

There are many ways to achieve robust ASR which in�
clude�

� 	nding invariant or robust speech features�

� developing better modeling and learning techniques�

� applying signal�feature�model compensation and adap�
tation techniques� and

� using robust decision strategies�

Along these lines� there has been a great deal of e�ort aimed
at improving speech recognition and hence enhancing per�
formance robustness for the abovementioned mismatches
�see recent reviews in 
��� ��� �� and the references therein��

�� BAYESIAN APPROACHES TO ROBUST

SPEECH RECOGNITION

In the past few years� we have been adopting a Bayesian
paradigm to formulate and address a class of robust speech
recognition problem in which

� mismatches between training and testing conditions
exist� but

� an accurate knowledge of the mismatch mechanism
is unknown�

� the only available information is the test data along
with a set of pre�trained speech models and the deci�
sion parameters�



We�ve studied two sets of Bayesian techniques to cope with
the above acoustic mismatch problem for HMM�based speech
recognition� The 	rst type of algorithms are targeted at
those applications involving a recognition session which con�
sists of a number of testing utterances� For this approach�
a dynamic system design strategy is adopted in which the
new knowledge and information are acquired and collected
incrementally during the development and use of the ASR
system� This new information is continuously incorporated
into the existing system using an adaptive learning algo�
rithm� this is the so�called on�line Bayesian adaptive learn�
ing 
��� ��� ��� �� which adapts HMM parameters to new
observation data� The adapted HMM parameters are used
to construct a plug�in MAP decision rule for speech recog�
nition�

The second type of techniques directly modify the plug�
in MAP decision rule� We�ve investigated a new robust deci�
sion strategy called Bayesian predictive classi�cation �BPC�

��� ��� ��� �� to improve the robustness of an HMM�based
ASR system� Intuitively speaking� a decision strategy �rule�
is called robust if it is not very sensitive to the previously
discussed prior uncertainty �or distortions�� Readers are
referred to 
�� for a more formal de	nition of the decision
rule robustness� The robustness of the ASR system can
be further enhanced by integrating on�line evolution of the
prior�posterior distribution of the model parameters with
a BPC�based decision rule 
��� ���

In the remainder of the report� instead of presenting
comprehensive technical details and the related experimen�
tal results which mostly have been and are going to be
published elsewhere� we intend to provide the reader with
a snapshot of our recent works mentioned above� Special
attention has been paid to provide the background informa�
tion of the problem� the motivation behind the development
of the theory� and the basic principles of the algorithms�
This report should give a di�erent perspective to the prob�
lem of robustness in ASR and hopefully may inspire other
innovations that could lead to better solutions in the con�
text of robust ASR�

���� Modeling Uncertainty

In our study� it is assumed that the language model is
known and only acoustic models are adjusted� Suppose
there are M speech units in the recognizer� each being
modeled by a Gaussian mixture Continuous Density HMM
�CDHMM�� Consider a collection of M such CDHMM�s
� � f�qgq�������M � where �q denotes the set of param�
eters of the q�th CDHMM used to characterize the q�th
speech unit� In order to model the abovementioned dis�
tortions or prior uncertainty� the observation X�q� for the
q�th class �unit� to be recognized is assumed to have a pdf
pq��� � Pq��q� �where Pq��q� is a set of admissible distorted
densities for the q�th class� and �q � � is the distortion
level�� In the special case of �q � � �i�e�� no distortion��

Pq��� � fp�X
�q�j����q �g �i�e�� Pq��� is a singleton set consist�

ing of the hypothetical �ideal� non�distorted� pdf of the q�th

class observation X�q� with the model parameters �
���
q esti�

mated from a training set�� If �q � � �i�e�� some distortions
exist�� there are many ways to model the possible distor�
tions between pre�trained models and testing observations�

These will depend on whether parametric or nonparamet�
ric descriptions of the set Pq��q� are used 
��� A simple
way to construct Pq��q� is to consider the model parameter
uncertainty as following�

Pq��q� � fp�Xj�q���q � ���q�g

where ���q� denotes an admissible region of the HMM pa�
rameter space� The Bayesian inference approach provides a
good way to formalize this parameter uncertainty modeling
problem�

In a Bayesian framework� we intend to consider the un�
certainty of the HMM parameters � by treating them as if
they were random� Our prior knowledge about � is assumed
to be summarized in a known joint a priori density p��j���
with � � �� where � denotes an admissible region of the
HMM parameter space� and � is the parameter set of the
prior pdf �often referred to as the hyperparameters� which
are assigned values by the investigator� Such prior informa�
tion may� for example� come from subject matter consider�
ations and�or from previous experiences� We will drop the
notation � from time to time in cases where there is no con�
fusion� Suppose a training set of the form X � fX�q�r�g is
available� with X�q�r� denoting the rth training observation
sequence associated with the q�th speech unit� A posterior
distribution can now be constructed as

p��jX � �
p�Xj�� � p���R

�
p�Xj�� � p���d�

���

to update our knowledge about �� This posterior pdf p��jX �
includes all of the information inherited from the prior knowl�
edge and learned from the training data� Conventionally�
we derive a point estimate �� from p��jX � �e�g�� MAP esti�
mate 
��� ��� ��� ��� and then use the plug�in MAP decision
rule in Eq� ��� for recognition� The conventional plug�in
MAP decision rule based on the ML estimate of the HMM
parameters can be treated as a special case of the above
MAP estimate with a non�informative prior�

In the robust speech recognition problem we are con�
sidering� it is assumed that there are mismatches between
training and testing conditions� Because of the nature of
many speech recognition applications� the mismatch involved
could be any of the types discussed previously� It is thus
desirable to develop a general robust speech recognition
approach that is cable of handling any mismatch which
might be encountered in real applications� Both the on�line
Bayesian adaptation approach and the Bayesian predictive
classi	cation approach are developed with this considera�
tion in mind� Both of them start from a joint a priori pdf
p��j������ with hyperparameters ���� which represent our
prior knowledge about � �in respect of on�line adaptation
and recognition�� The hyperparameters can be derived ap�
propriately from p��jX � in Eq���� 
��� ���

���� Dynamic System Design Strategy�

Prior Evolution and On�line Adaptation

������ Background

The on�line adaptation scenario is like this� starting from
a previously trained �e�g�� speaker and�or task independent

��� ��� speech recognition system� the system is adapted



for a new user or group of users in a speci	c task� This
is done by collecting a small amount of adaptation data
from the user� These data are used to construct a speaker
adaptive system for the user in the particular environment
for that speci	c application� By doing so� the mismatch
between the training and testing environments can gener�
ally be reduced� The most fascinating adaptation scheme
with a practical value is so called on�line �or incremental�
sequential� adaptation� This scheme makes the recognition
system capable of continuously adapting to the new adap�
tation data �possibly derived from actual test utterances�
without the requirement of storing a large set of previously�
used training data�

In the past decade� Bayesian adaptive learning of HMM
parameters has been proposed and adopted in a number of
speech recognition applications� A theoretical framework of
Bayesian learning was 	rst proposed by Lee et al� 
�� for
estimating the mean and covariance matrix parameters of
a CDHMM with a multivariate Gaussian state observation
density� It was then extended to handle all the parame�
ters of a CDHMM with Gaussian mixture state observation
densities �e�g�� 
��� as well as the parameters of discrete
HMMs �DHMMs� and semi�continuous HMMs �SCHMMs�
also called tied�mixture HMMs� �e�g�� 
���� It was shown
that� for HMM�based speech recognition applications� the
MAP framework provides an e�ective way for combining
adaptation data and prior knowledge� and then creating a
set of adaptive HMMs to cope with the new acoustic con�
ditions in the test data� The prior knowledge� which is em�
bodied in a set of seed HMMs as well as in the assumed dis�
tributions of the model parameters being adapted� is made
use of to mitigate the e�ect of a shortage of adaptation
data� This improves the system robustness� This approach
can work in a batch adaptation mode using a history of all
the adaptation data� It can also be modi	ed to work in
a more attractive incremental adaptation mode� A related
study was conducted by Matsuoka and Lee 
�� in which
they used the segmental MAP algorithm to perform on�line
adaptation� Due to its missing mechanism of updating the
hyperparameters of the prior and�or posterior distribution
incrementally� all the previously seen adaptation data need
to be stored� So� strictly speaking� this technique should
not be labeled as on�line�

The advantage of a sequential algorithm over a batch
algorithm is not necessarily in the 	nal result� but in com�
putational e�ciency� reduced storage requirements� and the
ability to provide an outcome without having to wait for
all the data to be processed� Moreover� the parameters of
interest are sometimes subject to changes� e�g�� they are
time�varying just like the previously mentioned acoustic
mismatch problems frequently encountered in real speech
recognition applications� In such cases� di�erent data seg�
ments often correspond to di�erent parameter values� Pro�
cessing of all the available data jointly is no longer de�
sirable� even if we can a�ord the computational load of
the batch algorithm� To alleviate such problems� a better
on�line Bayesian adaptation approach would update both
the hyperparameters of the prior and�or posterior distribu�
tions and the HMM parameters themselves simultaneously
upon presentation of the latest adaptation data� A sequen�
tial algorithm should also be designed to adaptively track

the varying parameters by further introducing some for�
getting mechanism to adjust the contribution of previously
observed sample utterances� Recursive Bayesian inference
theory provides a good vehicle to formulate this problem�
The key concept behind our approach is how to appropri�
ately evolve the prior distribution of the CDHMM parame�
ters�

������ Prior Evolution Without Constraints

Let Xn
� � fX��X�� � � � �Xng be n independent sets of obser�

vation samples which are incrementally obtained and used
to update our knowledge about �� Depending on the di�er�
ent assumptions� there are many ways to evolve p���� One
way is to adopt the recursive Bayesian learning framework�

p��jXn
� � �

p�Xnj�� � p��jX
n��
� �R

�
p�Xnj�� � p��jX

n��
� �d�

� ���

Starting the calculation of posterior pdf from p��j������ re�
peated use of equation ��� produces a sequence of densities
p��jX �

� �� p��jX
�
� �� and so forth� Because of the missing�

data problem of CDHMM� there are some serious compu�
tational di�culties to directly implementing this learning
procedure 
��� Consequently� some approximations are
needed in practice� One such approach called quasi�Bayes
�QB� learning was 	rst developed in 
��� �� for adapt�
ing the mixture coe�cients of CDHMM parameters� and
then extended to incremental adaptive learning of all of
the CDHMM parameters in 
��� Based on the concept
of density approximation� the QB algorithm is designed to
incrementally update the hyperparameters on the approxi�
mate posterior distribution� Actually� the density approxi�
mation also opens up the opportunity of appropriately ma�
nipulating the posterior distribution as we intend� For ex�
ample� in order to make our Bayesian learning algorithms
truly adaptive� we can introduce some forgetting mecha�
nisms� namely exponential forgetting and hyperparameter
refreshing as discussed in 
�� to adjust the contribution
of previously observed sample utterances� Consequently�
we will get a posterior distribution pQB��jX

n
� � which is

di�erent from the true posterior distribution ptrue��jXn
� ��

but which includes the appropriate information we want to
learn from the observation data Xn

� � In this way� the QB
algorithm is truly adaptive in nature and is capable of per�
forming a on�line adaptive learning using only the current
sample utterance� On the other hand� the QB framework is
also �exible enough to include the batch and�or block mode
MAP�ML learning as special cases� More recently� based
on the above general QB framework� a sequential learn�
ing method of mean vectors of CDHMM based on a 	nite
mixture approximation of their prior�posterior densities has
also been investigated 
���

In the above HMM�based Bayesian adaptation frame�
work� HMM parameters of di�erent speech units are usually
assumed independent� Therefore� each model can only be
adapted if the corresponding speech unit has been observed
in the current adaptation data� Consequently� only after
all units have been observed enough times can all of the
HMM parameters be e�ectively adapted� To enhance the
e�ciency and the e�ectiveness of Bayes adaptive learning�
it is desirable to introduce some constraints on the HMM



parameters based on all possible sources of knowledge� By
this means all the model parameters can be adjusted at the
same time in a consistent and systematic way even though
some units are not seen in the adaptation data�

������ Prior Evolution With Constraints

A simple way to achieve the above objective is to introduce
parameter tying� The formulation in 
�� can be straight�
forwardly modi	ed to accommodate the on�line adjustment
of the tied parameters�

Another way to achieve the above objective is to ex�
plicitly consider the correlation of HMM parameters cor�
responding to di�erent speech units� However� it is too
di�cult to de	ne a joint prior distribution for all sets of
HMM parameters� if not impossible� A tractable case could
be to assume all mean vectors are correlated and have a
joint prior distribution 
��� By restricting ourselves to this
special case� in 
��� we have extended our QB learning
framework to cope with the case of correlated CDHMM�s
with Gaussian mixture state observation densities in which
all mean vectors are assumed to be correlated and have a
joint Gaussian distribution� Considering the di�culties of
parameter updating and initial hyperparameter estimation
arising from the introduction of correlation between di�er�
ent models� we proposed a successive approximation algo�
rithm based on pairwise correlations to update the mean
vectors of CDHMM�s as well as the corresponding hyperpa�
rameters� In applying the method to a on�line speaker adap�
tation application� the algorithm is experimentally shown to
be asymptotically convergent as well as being able to en�
hance the e�ciency and the e�ectiveness of Bayes learning�
it does this by taking into account the correlation infor�
mation between di�erent model parameters� So� for this
approach� we can adapt not only all of the other CDHMM
parameters of the observed speech units� except for the co�
variance matrices� but also the mean vectors of the unseen
speech units by exploiting the correlations between di�erent
mean vectors� In practice� in order to avoid over�smoothing
and to reduce the memory requirement for storing all of the
correlation coe�cients� we usually disregard those weakly
correlated means� Consequently� with a small amount of
adaptation data� some of the mean vectors might be un�
touched� Other possibilities to enhance the adaptation e��
ciency should therefore be explored�

In the following� we show how to use the concept of
prior evolution and density approximation to derive a new
hybrid adaptation algorithm�

������ Multiple�Stream Prior Evolution and Posterior
Pooling For E�cient HMM Adaptation

In addition to the above method of prior evolution� we
can also assume � to evolve in a more constrained way as
��n� � Hn��

���� where Hn represents a mapping from �
���

to ��n� and can be incrementally learned from the observa�
tion data Xn

� � Then from p��j������ we can derive a new
posterior distribution pnew��jX

n
� � � p���n��� We can de�

	ne the intended posterior distribution pintend��jX
n
� � as

pintend��jX
n
� � � ��pQB��jX

n
� � ������pnew��jX

n
� � ���

where � � � � � is a parameter to control the relative im�
portance of the above two mixture components� By using
density approximation once more here� we can 	nd another
distribution� p��j��n��� with the same parametric form as

p��j����� but with di�erent hyperparameters ��n�� This
will approximate the pintend��jX

n
� �� Then we can continue

the Bayesian learning process by using Eq� ���� The MAP
�maximum a posteriori� estimate of the CDHMM param�
eters derived from the evolving prior distribution can be
used to update the speech recognition system�

The above procedure is general enough to extend to the
case of multiple�stream prior evolution and posterior pooling
when more than two streams are considered� It also pro�
vides a good tool to exploit the di�erent knowledge sources
in appropriate ways� Such information can be incorporated
into the existing system so that the system can be contin�
uously adapted to the new adaptation data and�or evolve
in a desired way� In 
��� as a 	rst step� we apply a�ne
transformations to the mean vectors of CDHMM�s to con�
trol their evolution�

������ Relation to Other Adaptation Approaches

We are now ready to compare our approach to other related
methods in the literature� In the speech and pattern recog�
nition area� to our knowledge� it was Lasry and Stern who
	rst proposed a formulation of the MAP estimate �called
extended MAP� or EMAP� in 
�� for the mean vectors of
a set of Gaussian pdf�s in which those mean vectors are as�
sumed to have a joint Gaussian prior distribution� They ap�
plied the EMAP method to dynamic speaker adaptation in
a feature�based isolated word recognition application 
���
To avoid the di�culty of the initial hyperparameter estima�
tion� a classi	er with a decision�tree structure is adopted�
At each node of the decision tree� the utterance is classi�
	ed into a small number of decision categories� based on a
relatively small number of features that are relevant to the
classi	cation in question� Consequently� they only make
use of the correlation information among a small number of
classes in adaptation� and thus can a�ord the memory re�
quirement and the computational complexity of the related
algebraic operations� Later� to avoid the repeated inversion
of a big matrix in the standard EMAP implementation for
dynamic speaker adaptation� in the context of SCHMM�
Rozzi and Stern developed a Least Means Square �LMS�
algorithm� This implements the correlated means adapta�
tion which is supposed to be more computationally e�cient�
but at the expense of a 	nite misadjustment 
��� On the
other hand� the initial hyperparameter estimation problem
still exists� More recently� Zavaliagkos et al applied EMAP
into a large scale CDHMM�based speech recognition system

��� ��� With a similar motivation to 
��� ��� they adopted
a hierarchical class�tying technique to ease the aforemen�
tioned di�culties of the EMAP implementation� In 
��� we
integrate EMAP into our quasi�Bayes learning framework

��� ��� �� and propose a successive approximation algo�
rithm to ease the implementation� The algorithm does not
involve any big matrix operations� and thus becomes very
computationally e�cient� However� even if we can have
an initial estimate of a non�singular correlation matrix� the
successive approximation algorithm can not guarantee its



nonsingularity after each iteration� Fortunately� because
the implementation of the algorithm does not rely on the
assumption of the nonsingularity of the correlation matrix�
this in turn eases the problem of the initial hyperparameter
estimation�

We also wish to draw the reader�s attention to the work
of Shahshahani 
��� who has a very similar motivation to
our work in the sense of exploiting model correlations for
e�cient Bayesian adaptation where a Gibbs distribution is
adopted to serve as the joint prior pdf of the mean vectors of
all the CDHMM�s� However� in his work� only conventional
batch mode adaptation is formulated and it is very di�cult
to extend this method for true on�line adaptive learning�

We can also describe the similarities between our corre�
lated CDHMM approach and two other techniques� namely
MAP�VFS �e�g�� 
��� ��� ��� ��� ��� and regression based
model prediction �RMP� methods �e�g�� 
��� ��� ��� Our
parameter�updating equation in 
�� is very similar to the
so�called interpolation step in the MAP�VFS method 
���
�� except that

� we use a di�erent weighting coe�cient� and

� every time� we only use the information from one mix�
ture component to predict the mean vectors of the
most correlated mixture components�

But in our approach� by successively changing the role of
the mixture components� we can achieve similar e�ects to
both those of interpolation and smoothing in the MAP�VFS
formulation� Furthermore� by updating the correlation co�
e�cient� the algorithm can autonomously control the im�
portance of the correlation information and thus make the
estimations of the mean vectors of CDHMM asymptotically
converge to their MAP or ML estimates without consider�
ing correlation� On the other hand� in MAP�VFS� to avoid
early saturation of the adaptation� some heuristic methods
must be employed 
��� We can also view our parameter�
updating equation as a simple linear regression function
with one explanatory variable and the adaptive regression
coe�cients� Once again� by successive approximation� we
can achieve a similar e�ect to that of RMP in 
��� ��

In the context of e�cient adaptation� our method also
shares similarity with other types of transformation�based
adaptation methods �e�g�� 
��� ��� ��� ��� in a more gen�
eral sense of global mapping� The basic idea of both sets
of methods is to bind HMM parameters together �via cor�
relation structure in our case and some shared transforma�
tions among di�erent model parameters in the latter case��
and then to adjust them globally in a consistent and sys�
tematic way� For the transformation�based approaches� in
order to achieve a better asymptotic convergence� one has
to either dynamically increase the number of shared trans�
formations according to the amount of available adaptation
data �e�g�� 
��� ��� ��� or just combine them together with
the Bayesian approach �e�g�� 
���� Both of these are heuris�
tic� Heuristically� the above transformation�based adapta�
tion methods can also be operated in an incremental mode

��� ���

Recently� there have been many research e�orts towards
exploiting more constraints on the relationships between
HMM parameters via a tree� so that di�erent degrees of
constraints can be applied to guide progressive adaptation

according to the amount of available adaptation data� Such
a tree can be built by a hierarchical clustering of the pooled
Gaussian mixture components to explore the acoustic space
structure �e�g�� 
���� or by considering phone�dependence
to explore phonetic dependency structure �e�g�� 
���� or by
their combination �e�g�� 
��� ���� Such a tree�structure can
be used in di�erent ways to impose constraints on HMM
parameters� ranging from determining how to share the
transformations in transformation�based adaptation �e�g��

��� ��� ���� to forcing the transformation parameters to
follow a linear dynamic system 
�� or a nonlinear one �e�g��

��� ��� so that the relevant tied transformation parame�
ters can be estimated robustly� More recently� by adopt�
ing a simple transformation �i�e�� bias for mean vector and
scaling for variance of CDHMM� and assuming a speci	c
prior pdf for these transformation parameters� such a simple
transformation�based QB adaptation algorithm has been
developed in 
��� A tree is used to choose from which
prior pdf the QB adaptation starts� This algorithm can be
viewed as another way of prior evolution with the above�
mentioned linear constraints imposed� The key to the suc�
cess of these approaches depends on whether the imposed
constraints really exist in the entities under investigation�

From the above discussions� we can see that our Bayesian
learning procedure has a more consistent formulation than
all of the other approaches discussed previously� It also
has the following characteristics which are important for a
!good! adaptation algorithm� The procedure is

� Incremental� The model parameters can be contin�
uously adapted to the new adaptation data �possibly
derived from actual test utterances� without the re�
quirement of storing a large set of previously used
training�adaptation data� In comparison with the
batch mode algorithm� the incremental algorithm has
the advantage of the increased computational e��
ciency and reduced storage requirements�

� Adaptive� So as to continuously track the variations
of the model parameters corresponding to the vary�
ing observation data� some forgetting mechanism is
needed to reduce the e�ect of past observations rela�
tive to the new input data�

� E�cient� The adaptation algorithm will hold and�or
improve performance with a small amount of adapta�
tion data� and approach asymptotically to the matched�
condition performance with the increasing amount of
adaptation data�

The framework of multiple�stream prior evolution and pos�
terior pooling provides a very general tool to develop other
more advanced adaptation algorithms by exploiting di�er�
ent kinds of constraints imposed by di�erent knowledge
sources� We have shown a very simple example in 
�� to
illustrate the idea� More work will be done along this line
of thought�

���� Robust Decision Strategy�

Bayesian Predictive Classi�cation

������ BPC Formulation for Robust ASR

The conventional plug�inMAP decision rule for speech recog�
nition is known to achieve an optimal Bayes decision if the



assumed models and parameters of the rule are correct�
However� in real world situations� we rarely have full knowl�
edge about the nature of the classi	cation data to warrant
optimal decisions� Another way to achieve the performance
robustness is thus to design and construct a robust decision
rule� by taking into account the prior uncertainty� This
makes the recognition of observations less sensitive to the
distortions�

The principle behind the BPC approach is quite straight�
forward� Because we assume no knowledge about the possi�
ble distortions� we thus rely on a quite general prior pdf to
characterize the variability of the HMM parameters caused
by the possible mismatches and errors in modeling and es�
timation� If we want to account for model parameters� un�
certainty in recognition� an optimal Bayes solution� namely
the Bayesian predictive classi�cation �BPC� approach ex�
ists which selects a speech recognizer to minimize the over�
all recognition error �this is when the average is taken both
with respect to the sampling variation in the expected test�
ing data and the uncertainty described by the prior�posterior
distribution�� Readers are referred to 
��� �� for a brief
proof of the optimality of the BPC rule� Such a BPC rule
operates as follows�

�W � argmax
W

�p�W jX� � argmax
W

�p�XjW � � P��W � ���

where

�p�XjW � �

Z
�

p�Xj��W �p��jX �W �d� ���

is called the predictive pdf 
�� ��� �� of the observation X
given the word W � The computation of this predictive pdf
is usually the most di�cult part of the BPC procedure�

The crucial di�erence between the plug�in and predic�
tive classi	ers is that the former acts as if the estimated
model parameters were the true ones whereas the predic�
tive methods average over the uncertainty in parameters�
However� if we directly apply the decision rule in Eqs� ���
and ��� as suggested in 
�� to speech recognition� it will
make little di�erence from the conventional plug�in MAP
rule� This is because whatever initial prior pdf� p���� is
used� when a large amount of training data X are available�
we will get a posterior pdf p��jX � with a sharp peak� This
makes the predictive pdf in Eq� ��� of little di�erence from

p�Xj���W � with the ML estimate ��� In an extreme case� if
p��jX � � ���� ��� with ���� denoting the Kronecker delta
function� namely� the posterior probability mass of � is con�
centrated at the ML estimate �� obtained from X � then it
is easy to see from Eqs� ��� and ��� that the BPC decision
rule coincides with the plug�in MAP decision rule�

In our approach here� we adopt an empirical Bayes
method in which a speci	c parametric pdf p��j�� is used to
represent the prior�posterior pdf of the CDHMM param�
eters� Its set of hyperparameters� �� could be estimated
from some training data� or speci	ed based on some empir�
ical reasoning� or their combination 
��� ��� Consequently�
the predictive pdf required for BPC decoding will be com�
puted as�

�p�XjW � �

Z
�

p�Xj��W �p��j��W �d� ���

The di�erence between p��j�� and p��jX � is that the for�
mer is in	ated appropriately and thus less sharp than p��jX ��
Using p��j�� to represent prior uncertainty also provides a
�exible way to incorporate and make use of any possibly
available knowledge sources� This provides the BPC ap�
proach a way to be di�erent from the conventional plug�in
MAP decoder�

Three key issues thus arise in the BPC formulation�
namely�

� the de	nition of the prior density p��j�� for modeling
the uncertainty of the HMM parameters�

� the speci	cation of the hyperparameters� �� and

� the evaluation of the predictive density�

From these issues� the following subsection brie�y discusses
the di�cult problem of evaluating the predictive density�

������ Approximate BPC Approach

In the CDHMM case� due to the nature of the missing data
problem in the HMM formulation� it is not easy to compute
the following true predictive pdf�

�p�XjW � �

Z
p�Xj��W �p��j��W �d�

�
X
s�l

Z
p�X� s� lj��W �p��j��W �d� ���

where s is the unobserved state sequence and l is the asso�
ciated sequence of the unobserved mixture component la�
bels corresponding to the observation sequence X� Conse�
quently� some approximations are needed�

One way to compute an approximate predictive pdf is to
use the Monte Carlo method� The simplest way is to 	rst
generate random samples ������ � � � ��n from p��j��W ��
According to the law of large numbers� there is convergence
of the average �

n

Pn

i��
p�Xj�i�W � to the right�hand�side

�RHS� of Eq� ��� when n goes to �� Similarly� we can
also perform a double�fold Monte Carlo simulation of both
the HMM parameters and the hidden processes �state se�
quences and mixture label sequences� of the CDHMM� Fol�
lowing this� we then perform averaging of the p�X� s� lj��W �
over the generated random samples of fs� l��g and hence
approximate the RHS of Eq� ���� Because of their compu�
tational expense� the above Monte Carlo methods are only
of academic interest in speech recognition�

Another way to compute the approximate predictive pdf
is to use the following Viterbi approximation�

�p�XjW � � max
s�l

Z
p�X� s� lj��W �p��j��W �d� ���

A detailed algorithm to implement the above approximation
and the related experimental results are reported in 
���

A third way is to adopt a numerical approximation tech�
nique� namely� the Laplace approximation� for the integral
�e�g�� 
���� to compute the approximate predictive pdf as
follows�

�p�XjW � � p�Xj�MAP �W ��p��MAP j��W ������
M�� �jV j���

����



where �MAP is the following MAP estimate

�MAP � arg max
���W

p�Xj��W �p��j��W � � ����

M is the number of HMM parameters involved in the inte�
grand in Eq� ���� and V is the M�M modal dispersion
matrix� i�e�� �V �� is the Hessian matrix of second deriva�
tives of

"h��� � logfp�Xj��W �p��j��W �g ����

evaluated at � � �MAP � We note that the Laplace approx�
imation is essentially derived by retaining the quadratic
term in the Taylor expansion of "h���� It is thus equiva�
lent to normal�like approximation to the integrand� namely�
that using a normal pdf N ��j�MAP � V � to approximate the
posterior pdf p��jX�W �� So� this approximation technique
is also known as the normal approximation method in the
Bayesian community� In the case of CDHMM� to compute
V directly is still too computationally�involved� Therefore�
we have to make further approximations� If we only con�
sider the uncertainty of the mean vectors in CDHMM for
BPC decoding� we can use the QB algorithm in 
�� or 
��

to compute an approximate posterior pdf N ��� �MAP � �U �

and then replace V in equation ���� with �U � The result�
ing BPC rule is thus named as the QBPC �quasi�Bayesian
predictive classi�cation� rule 
��� ��� ��� ���

Both QBPC and VBPC methods have been shown� via a
series of comparative experiments in 
��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
to be able to greatly enhance robustness when mismatches
exist between training and testing conditions� We can ac�
tually go one step further� By combining the BPC decision
strategy with the on�line model adaptation strategy� which
continuously updates our prior knowledge about the uncer�
tainty of the model parameters� we can approach the per�
formance achieved by the plug�in MAP rule under matched
conditions 
��� ��� ���

������ Relation to Other Robust Decision Approaches

Historically� the predictive approach receives little attention
in many classical statistics textbooks despite the existence
of many good works 
�� ��� ��� This may be because it usu�
ally makes little di�erence from plug�in approaches within
the problems and the tightly�constrained parametric fami�
lies many statisticians use or consider� Nonetheless� it will
become important when we consider much larger families
and formulate the problem appropriately� as shown in 
���

To our knowledge� it was Nadas who 	rst adopted a
BPC formulation and pointed out its potential in speech
recognition applications 
��� He was using the posterior pdf
p��jX � in Eq���� derived from the training set X directly
to serve as the prior pdf in predictive decision making� He
gave a simple example in which a reproducing density exists�
No experimental results were reported and the paper closed
by brie�y discussing the di�culty of applying the theory to
HMM�based speech recognition�

Starting from Nadas�s formulation� Merhav and Ephraim

�� suggested a so�called approximate Bayesian 
AB� de�
cision rule for speech recognition which was based on the
generalized likelihood ratios computed from the available
training and testing data� Such an AB rule operates as

follows�

�W � argmax
W

max�
p�Xj��W � � p�Xj��W �

max� p�Xj��W �
P��W � �

����
It is clear that if the training sequences X are consider�
ably longer than the test sequence X which is the case in
most speech recognition applications� the parameter set �
that maximizes the denominator of Eq� ���� is very close
to the parameter set that maximizes the numerator� hence
the factor p�Xj��W � in both the numerator and denom�
inator is essentially canceled� This makes the AB deci�
sion rule of little di�erence from the plug�in MAP decision
rule using an ML estimate of �� The AB decision rule is
also computationally expensive because the maximization
of 
p�Xj��W � � p�Xj��W � over � must be performed for
every test sequenceX� Furthermore� all of the training data
must be stored� All of these factors make the AB decision
rule impractical for most speech recognition applications�

In addition to the BPC approach� another way to achieve
performance robustness in the unknown mismatch case� via
considering the model uncertainty� is to adopt the so�called
minimax principle in which the essence is to protect against
the worst possible mismatch within some classes� There�
fore� the minimax approach is considered to be the most
conservative decision strategy� Merhav and Lee presented a
case study of minimax classi	cation for robust speech recog�
nition in 
��� Instead of using only the estimated values of
� as in the plug�in MAP rule� it is also assumed� as in
BPC� that the true parameters � are uncertain �random
variables� and randomly distributed in a neighborhood re�
gion � around the estimated ones� If we have no further
knowledge about �� a reasonable decision is to warrant the
optimal outcome �e�g� minimum classi	cation error� in the
possibly worst�case condition �e�g� maximum mismatch in
the assumed uncertainty neighborhood�� Under some as�
sumptions� Merhav and Lee proposed such a minimax de�
cision rule which minimizes the worst�case probability of
classi�cation error� It turns out to be too di�cult to im�
plement this decision rule� They then suggested a weaker
decision rule which seeks to minimize an upper bound of
the worst�case probability of classi�cation error� Although
it was still called a minimax decision rule� it has a much
looser meaning than that which it usually means in the
statistics literature� Their minimax decision rule operates
as follows�

�W � argmax
W

max
���

p�Xj��W � � P��W � � ����

As discussed in 
��� it can also be viewed as a two�step
procedure� First� each testing utterance is treated as pos�
sibly belonging to any word sequence and a constrained
ML estimate of the related HMM parameters is obtained�
Then� a plug�in MAP rule is used for speech recognition by
using the updated HMM parameters� This intuitive inter�
pretation opens up the possibilities to use other estimation
approaches� e�g�� the MAP approach� in the 	rst step� Such
a modi	ed minimax decision rule works as follows�

�W � argmax
W

p�Xj�MAP �W � � P��W � ����

where �MAP is the MAP estimate as shown in Eq� ����� For
the convenience of reference� we call this modi	ed minimax
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Figure �� A block diagram of a robust HMM�based speech recognition system

decision rule as a Bayesian minimax rule to emphasize its
di�erence from the original minimax approach in 
��� More
recently� a recursive minimax search algorithm has also been
studied in 
���

The minimax strategy tries to secure the decision in
the worst case of the assumed mismatch� and thus does
not usually perform nearly as well in less malign situations�
and�or usually performs worse than those techniques which
use some prior information of the possible mismatches� In
some applications� if a rough knowledge of the distortion is
available� then it can be used to design a structural model
which takes advantage of some structural constraints and
thus only includes a small number of nuisance parameters to
characterize the systematic distortion structure� The com�
pensation can then be performed via on�line estimation of
these nuisance parameters from the given pre�trained mod�
els and the available testing data� A so�called stochastic
matching approach described in 
�� is such a natural ex�
tension of structure�based compensation from the minimax
approach� The same kind of extension can also be applied
to the BPC approach�

���� Sensitivity of Priors

In the Bayesian framework we are adopting� one of the
factors which greatly in�uences the e�cacy of the on�line
adaptation �OLA� and BPC approaches is the appropri�
ateness of the prior pdf� Generally speaking� prior density
estimation and the choice of density parameters depend on
the particular application of interest� Because we have al�
ready assumed a speci	c parametric form for the prior pdf
in our study� this turns out to be a hyperparameter spec�
i	cation�estimation problem� If the training data set X
is rich and big enough to cover the interested variability of
speech signal which might possibly occur in the testing con�
ditions� then the method of moment algorithm presented in

�� can be used to automatically estimate the hyperparam�
eters from the training data X � Otherwise we have to use
some ad hoc method for hyperparameter estimation� One
of these such methods is described in 
��� If the applica�
tion scenario allows us to have access to some testing data�

then by using the sequential Bayesian learning method in

��� ��� ��� we can also make the prior pdf more appro�
priate� Furthermore� the knowledge and�or experience of
the interaction between the speech signal and the possible
mismatch will also be very helpful to guide us to obtain a
better prior pdf as shown in 
��� ���

�� PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER� A ROBUST

HMM�BASED ASR SYSTEM

Because both OLA and BPC are formulated under a uni	ed
Bayesian paradigm to address respectively the model pa�
rameter inference problem and the decision problem� they
can be naturally combined to produce an enhanced algo�
rithm to cope with the robust ASR problem as described
previously� Such a robust ASR system is schematically
shown in Figure ��

Given a new block of input speech� feature extraction
�usually spectral analysis� is 	rst performed to derive the
feature vector sequences used to characterize the speech in�
put� This is followed by some kind of acoustic normalization
to reduce the possible mismatch in the feature vector space�
The processed feature vector sequences are then recognized
based on the current set of prior pdf�s of HMMs by using the
BPC approach� After the recognition of the current block of
utterances� the posterior distributions of the related speech
units are derived and treated as the prior for the recognition
of the future input utterance�s�� In this way� we can get a
better and better posterior�prior pdf �i�e�� more and more
accurate knowledge about the uncertainty of the model pa�
rameters�� and this in turn makes the performance of the
BPC�based recognition system approach that achieved by
the plug�in MAP rule under a matched condition�

For the acoustic normalization module shown in Fig�
ure �� many existing techniques can be applied� They in�
clude� for example� the popular cepstral mean subtraction
algorithm 
�� di�erent cepstral normalization methods �e�g�
CDCN and others in 
�� ��� ���� ML�based feature space
stochastic matching methods �e�g�� 
��� ��� ���� signal con�
ditioning techniques �e�g�� 
��� ���� etc� Acoustic normal�



ization could even be integrated into the feature extraction
stage� e�g�� speaker normalization via vocal tract length nor�
malization using frequency warping �e�g�� 
��� ��� ���� En�
couraging results have also been demonstrated in combined
acoustic normalization and model adaptation based on a
small amount of calibration data �e�g�� 
��� ����

On�line model adaptation is a data�driven method and
its strength comes from the availability of a certain amount
of test data� If the application involves a recognition ses�
sion which might consist of a number of testing utterances�
then a combined BPC decoding and on�line adaptation of
the prior of the HMM parameters will provide a good so�
lution to enhance the robustness towards varying environ�
ments� microphones� channels� speakers� and other general
mismatches or distortions� For real�world applications� un�
supervised on�line adaptation is usually more realistic and
desirable� One of the remaining research issues is how to
guide the unsupervised OLA when the recognition rate is
initially low� Di�erent degrees of parameter tying and�or
smoothing might be helpful� Incorporating some data val�
idation mechanism will also be useful� More theoretical
works are needed to develop a better veri	cation paradigm�

	� DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented an overview of the Bayesian approaches
to robust speech recognition we�ve been developing in the
past few years� From the lessons we have learned thus far�
we expect that a better understanding and greater expe�
rience of how the speech signal is distorted and�or varied
under di�erent acoustic conditions will be helpful for de�
signing a better parametric form and for the related hyper�
parameter estimation of the prior pdf�s for both OLA and
BPC� It will also be helpful to design a better structural
model in structure�based compensation� It will be crucial
for e�cient adaptation and compensation to formulate and
develop appropriate mathematical tools for discovering a
good intrinsic structural model of speech in the acoustic�
phonetic and linguistic aspects� All of these request a more
careful study of the distortions of models for training sam�
ples� More attention should be paid on how to collect�	nd
useful real speech data and then e�ciently and intelligently
use these training data to discover the knowledge sources
which can be used in designing a robust ASR system� Our
recent work in 
�� represents such a move in this direction�
We are continuously exploring other possibilities for

� robust pattern veri	cation�

� structural model design�

� e�cient learning�

� robust and selective learning�

� intelligent and �exible dialogue control�

By combining these with other techniques� robust and intel�
ligent spoken dialogue systems will be developed for many
useful applications� The greatest challenge might come
from those applications which only involve a couple of ut�
terances� but every utterance involves a distinct #distortion
channel! from the intended message to the received signal�
How to reliably and e�ciently recover and�or extract the

interested message from such a signal poses a big challenge
for the so�called robust ASR in this context�

In summary� the most important lessons we have learned
are that

� The methodology of research of speech recognition is
similar to that of physical science�

� There exists some phenomenon of nature for which
a model should be found�

� The mathematical analysis is just a tool that helps
one to 	nd this model�

� The results of any analysis should be con	rmed by
experiments�

� When one tries to derive the unknown causes from
known consequences� one is facing an inverse prob�
lem which is usually ill�posed in nature� In this case�
use of regularization and�or constraints might give a
better solution� In order to obtain a really good per�
formance� it is necessary to incorporate a priori infor�
mation about existing invariants which might mani�
fest themselves under a wide variety of guises�

� A clear understanding and�or regular revisiting of the
setting of the problem of interest itself always pro�
vides good chances for de	ning new research direc�
tions�
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